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The celebrities are....
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Art

Music

To sing

Science

To write

Politics
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-er - ist - et - ian

Art Artist

Music Musician

To sing Singer

Science Scientist

To write Writer

Politics Politician

Poetry Poet



William Shakespeare

is famous for

his books «The Hobbit», 
«the Lord of Ring» 

Margaret Thatcher
his poems and plays

Joseph Turner
his songs

Agatha Christie
his films

Charlie Chaplin her detective stories

Daniel Defoe his novel «Robinson 
Crusoe»

Paul McCartney the wonderful colors in 
his pictures

John Tolkien her political activity
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Text 1

William Shakespeare was born in Stratford  on April 23,1564.

His father, John, was a dealer in corn,meat,wool and leather. 

William  was educated  at a free Grammar School. 

Shakespeare left this school when he was 13 and never went to study 
again. 

When Shakespeare was 18, he married the daughter of a farmer. 

Soon his three children were born and he left for London.  

Here he became an actor and only in 1593 he began to write for the 
stage. 

He wrote ’’Romeo and Juliet’’, ’’Twelfth  Night’’, ‘’Hamlet’’ and other 
great plays, poems and sonnets. 

In 1611 he returned to his native town where he soon died.



Text 2
Margaret Thatcher (Margaret Robins) was born in 1925.

Her father had a grocer's shop but he was also very interested in local 
politics.

Margaret was a good student and won a scholarship to Oxford to study 
chemistry. 

Then she worked as a research chemist until she met and married Denis 
Thatcher, a successful businessman. 

Then she decided to study law. 

She was already involved in politics and gave up law when she was elected 
to the Parliament in 1959. 

From 1970 to 1974 she was Secretary of State for Education. 

In 1975 she became leader of the Conservative Party which was the 
Opposition. 

In 1979 she took office as Prime Minister, Britain's first woman Prime Minister. 



Text 3
Joseph Turner, the greatest English romantic landscape painter, was born in Covent 
Garden, London, on the 23rd of April in 1775.

 He was the son of a fashionable barber. 

He started drawing and painting as a small boy. 

At the age of 14 he entered the Royal Academy School. 

His water-colours were exhibited at the Royal Academy from the time he was fifteen. 

Turner worked at first in water colours, then in oils. 

Between 1802 and 1809 Turner painted a series of sea-pieces, among them "Sun 
Rising in Mist".  

During his life Turner painted hundreds of paintings and thousands of water-colours 
and drawings. 

On his death Turner's own entire collection of paintings and drawings was willed to the 
nation and they are in the National and the Tate Galleries. 



Let it be
When I find __________ in times of 

trouble                               

Mother Mary comes to me 

__________ words of wisdom, let it be. 

And in my hour of ___________

She is standing right ___________ me 

Speaking words of wisdom, let it be. 

Let it be, let it be, 

Let it be, let it be.

Whisper ________ of wisdom, let it be. 

And when the broken hearted _________

___________ in the world agree, 

There will be an answer, let it be. 

For though they may be parted 

There is still ___________that they will see 

There will be an answer, let it be. 

Let it be, let it be, 

Let it be, let it be

There will be an __________, let it be.

 Let it be, let it be, 

Let it be, let it be

Whisper  words of __________, let it be. 



Let it be
When I find myself in times of trouble                               

Mother Mary comes to me 

Speaking words of wisdom, let it be. 

And in my hour of darkness 

She is standing right in front of me 

Speaking words of wisdom, let it be. 

Let it be, let it be. 

Let it be, let it be.

Whisper words of wisdom, let it be. 

And when the broken hearted people 

Living in the world agree, 

There will be an answer, let it be. 

For though they may be parted 

There is still a chance that they will see 

There will be an answer, let it be. 

Let it be, let it be. 

Let it be, let it be.

There will be an answer, let it be. 

Let it be, let it be, 

Let it be, let it be

Whisper words of wisdom, let it be. 



Cinquain

● 1 noun (topic of the lesson)
● 2 adjectives (description of the topic)
● 3 verbs 
● 4 words in phrase (related to the 

topic of the lesson)
● 1 word associated with the noun



Example

● Famous people
● Talented, extraordinary
● To write, to paint, to sing
● They make the masterpieces!
● Art



Summing up

● Did you like the lesson?
● Did you work with pleasure or were 

you inactive?
● What was difficult for you?
● What should you work at?
● What was new at the lesson?


